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Abstract
Decoding algorithm is a main part of Statistical Machine Translation. Decoder algorithm is
searching among all possible translation for given source sentence. The search space is so huge
because of different possible translation for each word (phrase) with different ordering in
sentence. We can consider decoding as a NP-complete algorithm. It is not possible to design an
algorithm to search among all possible translation to find best translation. Researchers are
looking for an algorithm to find optimum solution for decoding problem.
Different decoding algorithm proposed for Statistical Machine Translation which most of them
are based on partial sentence evaluation. It means, these algorithms have access only to partial
sentence and have limitation to decide about the translation quality. Beam search algorithm,
Greedy decoder, stack decoding algorithm … are some examples.
In this thesis we proposed a Genetic Algorithm for Decode in Statistical Machine Translation. By
using Genetic Algorithm we have the possibility of having access to complete sentence. In each
step, the algorithm chooses some translations among translation candidates based on their
fitness (by considering Translation Table and 3Gram Language Model). The algorithm proposed
here is the first draft and it is the first Genetic Algorithm for Decoder so far. I use Language
Model and Translation Table to calculate fitness value for each sentence.
To have a first evaluation, the proposed decoder used to translate 100 sentences and then the
result compared with the Pharaoh output (using the same data) and also with Google
translator. The results show that the algorithm can find good translation for words (it is word
based decoder) but have some difficulty to find the best word ordering which is depend on
Translation Model used. As I used only Translation Table (word translation) with 3-gram
Language Model, the results were not good enough as Pharaoh (it uses Distortion Model) and
Google (it uses larger Language Model and complete Translation Model). I have suggested using
more statistical data (including distortion model, fertility model …) in order to have better
fitness function. It can solve some translation problems.
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1- Introduction

The goal of this thesis is to propose a Genetic algorithm to build a Decoder as
main part of a Statistical Machine Translation. Decoder in Statistical Machine
Translation (SMT) as a search algorithm needs to search among many possible
translations for a given sentence. This search space is large because of possible
meanings for each word in source language and also because of the numerous
permutations of target words in target sentences. To find an optimum solution
1
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Chapter: Introduction

“Machine Translation, sometimes referred to by the abbreviation MT, is a subfield of Computational Linguistics that investigates the use of computer software
to translate text or speech from one natural language to another.”1 There are
some almost good Machine Translation software and services such as Google
Translate2 and Microsoft Translator3 that can translate among different
languages. Currently Machine Translation systems are producing acceptable
translation but too far from producing good translation. In most cases it can be
used only for draft translation and needs more human edition. For example
when we try to translate the English sentence “The apples I ate yesterday were
delicious.” Into French with Google Translate, it will generate “les pommes, j'ai
mangé hier délicieux”. The result should be “les pommes que j'ai manges hier
étaient délicieuses”. As we can see, the result has problem with Feminine and
Masculine to choose right affixes in French. We can say that Machine
Translation, as an active research field, is far from ideal translation quality.

1

for this problem we need search through this huge search space and it is not
possible to check all possibilities. In order to solve Decoder problem (searching),
researchers are looking for algorithms to find optimum solution instead of exact
solution: Genetic Algorithms, an evolutionary algorithm (S.N.Sivanandam,
S.N.Deepa 2008), can help us to solve the problem.
There are different algorithms for Decoder in SMT such as Beam Search or
Greedy Decoder. Both these two algorithms make decision based on partial
sentence contrary to Genetic Algorithm which we have access to complete
sentence. It is possible to make decision about the translation based on the
complete sentence. Therefore, formal grammar or semantics analysis, for
example, could be integrated into Genetic Algorithm.
This thesis is presented in three sections. In First section, I will review Statistical
Machine Translation concept including reviewing SMT architecture, Language
Model and Translation Model and commonly used Decoder algorithms. After
that, in second section, Genetic Algorithm will be explained and I review
important parameters to have good Genetic Algorithm design. Final section
describes the GADecoder program and the results. At the beginning, GADecoder,
as proposed algorithm, will be explained; then for some simple English sentences
we see the translation with the analysis about each sentence.
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Finally, GADecoder uses to translate 100 sentences and comparing the
GADecoder results with Google and Pharaoh in term of BLEU score.

2

2- Statistical Machine Translation

“The first ideas of Statistical Machine Translation were introduced by Warren
Weaver in 1949, including the idea of applying Shannon’s Information Theory”4.
In 1991, IBM researchers introduced 5 Statistical Translation Models which
changed Machine Translation research atmosphere by moving most researches
to Statistical Machine Translation. (Cyril Goutte et al 2009)
The main idea behind SMT is to produce the target sentence for given source
sentence in order to maximize probability P(T|S). This probability can be
calculated from Equation 1 based on the Bayes Theorem.
𝑃 𝑇𝑆 =

𝑃(𝑆|𝑇) ∗ 𝑃(𝑇)
𝑃(𝑆)

As we are trying to maximize P(T|S) to find best translation, we need to
maximize P(S|T) * P(T) because denominator P(S) is not relevant to maximizing
the whole equation and can be omitted.
𝑇 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇 (𝑃 𝑇 𝑆 ) = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇 (𝑃(𝑆|𝑇) ∗

𝑃(𝑇))

Equation 2- SMT equation

Based on Equation 2, SMT will be defined with three main components:
Language Model as P(T), Translation Model as P(T|S) and a Decoder (maximizes
the probability) as shown in Diagram 1. Language Model parameters are
estimated from monolingual text corpora and Translation Model needs parallel
4
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Equation 1- Bayes Theorem

3

corpora (mostly) to extract aligned words or phrases with their probabilities.
SMT could be word-based such as ones proposed by IBM researchers (Peter F.
Brown, Stephen A. Della Pietra, Vincent J. Della Pietra, and Robert L. Mercer.
1993). Recently phrase-based Translation Models have shown better results
(Philipp Koehn, Franz Josef Och, Daniel Marcu 2003) so that most of the
researches in SMT are somehow related to this new phrased-based Translation
Model.
The Decoder as main part of SMT system will search for solution (translation)
with maximum probability defined in Equation 2 among all translation. But as it
is not possible to build all possible translations and search within, most decoders
are searching in a subset of possible translations. So the problem comes down to
find optimum solution instead of exact solution.

Target language
text

Parallel text
corpora

P(T)

P(S|T)

Decoder
argmax(P(T)*P(S|T)))

Translation
Model

Target sentence

Diagram 1 – SMT block diagram

In following, we will see more detail about these three components as follows.
First it explains how Language Model is built. In Translation Model section, I
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Language
Model

Statistical
analysis

Statistical
analysis

Source sentence
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review 5 IBM Translation Models. Finally, I will discuss decoder with some
famous algorithms.
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Language Model

“A Statistical Language Model assigns a probability to a sequence of m words
P(w1,…,wm) by means of probability distribution.”5
Language Model is used in different Natural Language Processing applications
such as Machine Translation, Speech Recognition, Pars-Of-Speech tagging,
Parsing and Information Retrieval. LM is used to find best output in target
language. LM will use Equation 3 to estimate the likelihood of a given words
sequence; where m is the number of words in the sequence (sentence) and n is
the size of history of words to be considered.
𝑚

𝑃 𝑤1, … , 𝑤𝑚 =

𝑃(𝑤𝑖 |𝑤𝑖−(𝑛−1) , … , 𝑤𝑖−1 )
𝑖=1

m = number of words in the sentence
n = size of word history
Equation 3- nGram Language Model

The conditional probability shown in Equation 3 can be calculated from
frequency counts as shown in Equation 4.

𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑤𝑖− 𝑛−1 , … , 𝑤𝑖 )
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑤𝑖− 𝑛−1 , … , 𝑤𝑖−1 )

Equation 4- Conditional probability

One common problem for naïve n-gram Language Model is data sparseness. It is
always possible to search for given words sequence which does not exist in
training corpora (the corpora used for building LM). Normally the probability of
this string is zero but using zero in Equation 3 will not give us good information
about the whole sentence. It would be good idea to consider small probability
for every unseen string in training corpora. Considering small probability for
unseen data is called Smoothing techniques. There are different smoothing
techniques used in Language Model such as back-off smoothing, absolute
5
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𝑃 𝑤𝑖 𝑤𝑖− 𝑛−1 , … , 𝑤𝑖−1 =

5

discount smoothing, interpolation smoothing … (CHEN, S. F. AND GOODMAN, J.
1998). The smoothing technique is used in this project is back-off smoothing. The
idea of back-off smoothing is to trust the Maximum Likelihood estimate for high
counts words, and to discount and redistribute mass only for less common term.
Back-off smoothing calculates from formula shown in Equation 5.

Equation 5- Back-off smoothing

There are also some good Language Model toolkits which can be used to build
the LM such as CMU-Cambridge Statistical Language Modeling Toolkit (CMUCambridge Statistical Language Modeling Toolkit 1999) , palmkit (palmkit n.d.)
and SRILM (SRILM n.d.).

Translation Model

Translation Model captures the bilingual relationship of two sentences from
parallel corpora. The term P(S|T) in Equation 2 can be interpreted as the
probability of generating Source(S) from Target(T) sentence which can be
estimated from a parallel corpora6. In parallel corpora, each sentence in source
text has one correspond sentence in target text. Alignment is a set of relation
between word(s) from source sentences to word(s) in target sentences with
estimated probability.

6

refer to two texts that are translation of each other
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it

is

not

clear

ce

ne

est

pas

clair

Figure 1- Simple word alignment

WE use the following definition for alignment. We are given a source sentence as
string 𝐸1𝐼 = e1,…,ei, …,eI and a target sentence string as 𝐹1𝐽 = f1,…,fj,…,fJ that have
to be aligned. We define an alignment between the two word strings as subset
of Cartesian product of the word position; that is an alignment A is defined as
𝐴 ⊆

𝑖, 𝑗 : 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝐼; 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝐽

𝑃 𝑆𝑇 =

𝑃(𝑠𝑖 |𝑡𝑗 )
𝑎 𝑖𝑗 ∈𝑎

S = s1 s2 … ss

,

T = t1 t2 … tt

,

aij: si aligned with tj

Equation 6- Translation Model probability

Where Si is a word in source sentence (𝑠𝑖 ∈ 𝑆) and tj is a translation of Si in target
sentence (𝑡𝑗 ∈ 𝑇) and aij is an alignment between word si and tj7. If we consider

7

In a simple Translation Model, it is a relation between two words with the translation
probability
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Modeling the alignment as an arbitrary relation between source and target
sentence position is general. To solve the alignment problem, we need to have
more complex alignment to consider many-to-many alignment. As the
translation could be many-to-many word translation, TM can use alignment
probability to translate each word in source sentence to one or more words in
target sentence as shown in Figure 1. P(S|T) probability can be computed for
two word-aligned sentences by using Equation 6 as follow:

7

ideal parallel corpora as aligned word corpora8, it is not difficult to estimate
P(si|tj) by using Equation 7. If we had an ideal parallel corpora with word aligned,
it is easy to calculate the P(S|T) which can be calculated from Equation 7.

𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑠𝑖 , 𝑡𝑗 )
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑡𝑗 )
Count(si,tj) : frequency of both words together in a sentence
Count(tj) : frequency tj in the corpus
𝑃 𝑠𝑖 𝑡𝑗 =

Equation 7- Simple alignment probability calculation

2-2-1- IBM Translation Models
IBM researchers introduced 5 Statistical Translation Models (Peter F. Brown,
Stephen A. Della Pietra, Vincent J. Della Pietra, and Robert L. Mercer. 1993)
which uses parallel corpora to build some statistical models including Fertility
Model, NULL Generation Model, Lexicon Model and Distortion Model. Futility
model is about what is the probability of translating a source word to one or
more target word. NULL Generation models how one source word has no
translation in target sentence. Lexicon Model is similar to Translation Table and
includes source word and target word with the translation probability. Distortion
Model gives us the probability of connecting source word in position i to target
word in position j.
IBM Model 1 is the simplest model and Model 5 uses more parameters. In IBM
Model 1 and 2, we first choose length of target sentence by assuming all
reasonable length to be equally likely. Then for each position in target sentence,
we decide how to connect it to source sentence position and what target word
should be considered for this position. In model 1 we assume the order in source
or target sentence does not affect the translation probability. In model 2 we
8

In which each source word has a relation (including NULL and many-to-many relation) with a
word in target sentence.
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GADecoder uses word-to-word alignment (so-called “Translation Table”) with
NULL alignment. NULL alignment means considering the alignment between a
source word and NULL in target sentence. In translation we may find some
words from source sentence that don’t have correspond translation in target
sentence. These words should be translated to NULL in target sentence.

8

Distortion
probability
other
for
words of a
9
tablet

Distortion
probabilities

Fertility
probabilities
for e0

Fertility
probabilities

Alignment
probabilities

Translation
probabilities

IBM
Models

String length
probabilities

assume the probability depends on the position it connects and the length of
words in both sentence. IBM Model 3, 4 and 5 use more statistical parameters
about the source and target sentences as shown in Table 1. (Peter F. Brown,
Stephen A. Della Pietra, Vincent J. Della Pietra, and Robert L. Mercer. 1993)

Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
Model 4
Model 5
Table 1- IBM Models parameters
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Decoder

2-3-1- Beam Search Decoder
Basically, Beam Search is an optimized best-first search algorithm with limited
number of nodes kept in each search step. By limiting number of nodes kept in
each step, Beam Search needs less memory rather than the best-first search
algorithm. As best-first algorithm cannot be use for large space search problem
because of memory usage complexity, Beam Search is used to maintain
traceability in large search space problem with using limited memory. In
Statistical Machine Translation systems, it used to find the best translations
among some good translations in each steps.
Beam Search has been used mostly in current researches in Statistical Machine
Translation because of good performance. Pharaoh (Koehn 2004) and Moses
9

Given an English word, tablet is a list of French word connected to it
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Decoder is a main component in SMT system. It is based on a searching
algorithm. Its role is to find the best translation among all possible translations.
As Decoder problem for Statistical Machine Translation is known as a NPComplete problem (Knight 1999) it is not possible to find the best translation. in
order to solve Decoder problem, most Decoder algorithms are fining optimum
solution instead of best solution. Beam search Decoder and Greedy Decoder are
some samples Decoders which I review in next sections.

9

(Philipp Koehn, Hieu Hoang, Alexandra Birch, Chris Callison-Burch, Marcello
Federico, Nicola Bertoldi, Brooke Cowan, Wade Shen, Christine Moran, Richard
Zens, Chris Dyer, Ondrej Bojar, Alexandra Constantin, Evan Herbst June 2007)
(MOSES n.d.) are two successful Beam Search Decoders. Moses is a beam
search, phrased-based decoder for Machine Translation which is available as
Open Source project. It is supported by EuroMatrix (EuroMatrix project n.d.)
Project.
Phrase-based Machine Translation uses phrase instead of words as translation
unit as shown in Figure 2. The source is segmented into a number of sequences
of consecutive words (so-called “phrases”). Each phrase is translated to a target
phrase, and target phrase in output may be reordered. (Koehn 2004)

2-3-2- Greedy Decoder
Greedy algorithm solves search space problem by using local optimum result in
each step with the hope to find global optimum. It is fast but it fails for some
problems to find global optimum. Germann et al. (Ulrich Germann, Michael Jahr,
Kevin Knight, Daniel Marcu, and Kenji Yamada. 2001) presented a Greedy
Decoder which is fast but less accurate than to Beam Search decoders. It will
begin with best word to words translation for given source sentence and then try
to improve the translation quality by applying one or more predefined
operations
such
as
TranslateOneOrTwoWords,
TranslateAndInsert,
RemoveWordOfFertility0 …. As these operations are less expensive in complexity
point of view, this algorithm is working fast but is less accurate in comparison
with Stack-Based Decoding10 and Integer Programming Decoding11.
Both decoding algorithm don’t access to complete sentence so they evaluate the
result just based on the partial sentence. This evaluation will not complete and it
would be good idea to use an algorithm to have access to a complete sentence.
10

Using A* search algorithm that is best-first-search algorithm by building solution incrementally
Transforming the Decoder problem into Travel Salesman Problem and using existing software
to solve the problem
11
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Figure 2- Phrase-based machine translation sample

10

3- Genetic Algorithm

“A Genetic Algorithm is a search technique used in computing to find exact or approximate
solution to optimization and search problems”12
Genetic algorithm is used for many different NP-complete problems in computer sciences and
mathematics such as Travel Salesman Problem and class scheduling. Mostly Genetic Algorithm
is a good choice for problems you don’t know how to solve it with huge search space.

In following, we review GA operations in a flow chart. After that, different chromosome
encodings, selection algorithms, coupling operation and replacement are explained.

3- 1

Block diagram of GA

First step in GA is to build initial population which should be completely random. After building
the first generation, the algorithm selects parents to apply coupling operation. There are
12
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The concept of GA is similar to human genetic behavior. There are some genes (chromosomes)
which are generated randomly at the beginning to build first generation. The first generation
makes initial population. Coupling operation (including Crossover and Mutation operations) can
apply on chromosomes from the population. In most problems, coupling operation is applied
only on some part of the population which has been selected based on the selection algorithm.
This operation makes offspring population which will be used to build next generation. The
algorithm makes next generation by choosing chromosomes from offspring and current
population (with different strategies). By repeating these operations, the algorithm can search
among search space, hopefully, to find good chromosomes in each generation. End of the
algorithm can be defined by limited number of generations or considering a threshold for
fitness as a goal of the algorithm.

11

different selection algorithms and most difficult part of the GA is selection algorithm. If it is not
well designed, it causes the GA to find local optimum instead of global optimum. It also
sometimes causes the population to premature which means most of population will have the
same fitness with no optimum solution. After selection operation, we need to apply coupling
operation which includes crossover and mutation respectively with their probabilities. In
following sections, I explain these two operations in more detail. By applying coupling
operation we have offspring (new generation of selected parents) which can be used to build
new population. In this step, we need to apply replacement operation which can use different
strategies based on the problem. Replacement operation can replace all population with new
offspring or keeps some good chromosome from old generation and add some new good
(fitness) chromosomes. After doing above operations, as shown in Diagram 2, the algorithm
checks the termination condition to finish the algorithm.

Chapter: Genetic Algorithm

Three most important operations in GA are coupling operation which includes crossover and
mutation and selection operation which will improve the convergence speed of GA. These three
operations determine the efficiency (accuracy and speed) of a GA to find the optimum solution.
In following section we read more about these important operations.

12

Initial
population
store

select
store

Selection

Current population

Selected
chromosomes
Select
parents

No

store

Offspring
chromosomes

Coupling
operation

Use
chromosomes

read

read

Replacement
operation

store

Stop
condition

Yes

end

Diagram 2 – general Genetic Algorithm flow chart

Chromosome encoding

The first question for solving a problem with GA is about how to encode the problem as
chromosomes to have fast and accurate result. Some simple encoding like binary encoding can
increase algorithm convergence speed but is not enough powerful to encode complex problem.
As we used in GADecoder algorithm, it will be useful to consider more complex encoding rather
than some classical encoding listed here.

Chapter: Genetic Algorithm
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To have an idea on how to encode the problem, first we need to review classical encoding as
follows (S.N.Sivanandam, S.N.Deepa 2008):
123456-

Binary
Octal
Hexadecimal
Permutation
Value
Tree

In the following we review just three of these encodings including Binary, Value and Tree
encoding.
3-2-1- Binary encoding
The most common encoding is binary which is depicted in Figure 3. In this representation each
chromosome is encoded into bit string and each bit encodes some characteristic of solution.
Chromosome 1
Chromosome 2

0
1

1
1

1
0

0
0

0
1

1
1

0
0

1
1

Figure 3- Binary encoding

Binary encoding can be used also for number representation. It can represent integers, finite
number of real numbers. Octal encoding and hexadecimal encoding has the same concept of
binary encoding but with different representation.
3-2-2- Value encoding
Sometime it is not possible to encode complex chromosomes with simple binary encoding.
Some problems like Decoder for Statistical Machine Translation are more complex to use simple
encoding. In this case value encoding will be a good choice. In this encoding each chromosome
can be a list of values of any type (can be a pointer to class) as shown in Figure 4.
Chromosome 1
Chromosome 2
Chromosome 3

1.2
aa
Back

0.43
de
Back

3.01
et
Right

0.89
af
Left

10.2
S
Left

This encoding needs to develop new specific crossover and mutation operations which will
increase the complexity of algorithm.
3-2-3- Tree encoding
Tree encoding is used mainly for genetic programming. In this encoding each chromosome is a
tree of some object like functions or commands in programming language as shown in Figure 5.

Chapter: Genetic Algorithm

Figure 4- Value encoding
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This encoding has several advantages including working on open-ended search space (in
principle any size tree could be made by crossover and mutation operations) (Mitchell 1999).

Chromosome 1

Chromosome 2

+
Do until

X

/
5

step

wall

Y

(+X(/5Y))

( do_until step wall )
Figure 5- Tree encoding
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Selection

GA needs to select parents for coupling operation from current population and how it selects
the parents, affects GA performance. There are different selecting algorithms in GA literature as
follows:
Random selection
Best selection
Roulette-wheel selection
Rank selection
Boltzman selection

3-3-1- Random selection
Random selection can help algorithm to get out of local minimum but makes the algorithm
slow. It also changes the GA behavior to random search which makes GA to a non end
algorithm. Considering a hybrid method which uses combination of random, best, rank
selection and roulette-wheel selection can improve the algorithm performance.
3-3-2- Best selection
In this method, population is sorted and then a fixed number (or percentage) of best
chromosomes is chosen for coupling operation. This method can cause the algorithm to get
stuck in local minimum or get premature result but can improve the converging time. Keeping
some good chromosomes in each generation will improve the performance of algorithm which

Chapter: Genetic Algorithm

12345-
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is called elitism. Most researchers suggest keeping some best chromosomes in each generation
to have better performance (Mitchell 1999)(page 126).
3-3-3- Roulette-wheel selection
In this method, chromosomes are selected according to their fitness value. Better fitness value
increases the chromosome chance to be in selected list. According to the algorithm shown in
Algorithm 1, chromosomes with higher fitness have more chance to be selected and population
with normal distribution gets better result.

Roulette-wheel selection algorithm

1. [Sum] Calculate sum of all chromosome fitness in population - sum S.
2. [Select] Generate random number from interval (0,S) - r.
3. [Loop] Go through the population and sum fitness from 0 - sum s. When the sum s is
greater than r, stop and return the chromosome where you are.
Algorithm 1- Roulette-wheel selection algorithm

In case of having chromosomes with very high or very low fitness in population, this algorithm
cannot choose good chromosomes and need to revise to prevent selection operation from this
mistake. It can be done by preventing the algorithm to take into account chromosomes with
very high (low) fitness for Sum of all fitness. Another strategy is to use sorted (based on fitness
value) population instead.
Using Roulette-wheel selection for relatively small population - typically used in GA - will not
get the expected result. We expected to have number of offspring for each individual. Another
problem with this method is for population with some very bad or very good chromosomes. It
will increase/decrease the chance of selecting better chromosomes. To solve the problem
researcher tried to scale the fitness values to some new values to prevent the GA to get
premature. Sigma Scaling was one of these scaling method (Mitchell 1999)(page 125).

Roulette-wheel selection has problem with population which have very different fitness
values. So in this method, we use ranking instead of fitness values for selection. Rank
selection first ranks the population and then every chromosome receives fitness from this
ranking. The worst chromosome has fitness 1, second worst chromosome 2 etc. and the best
has fitness N (number of chromosomes in population).

Chapter: Genetic Algorithm

3-3-4- Rank selection
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3-3-5- Boltzman selection
Sigma selection keeps the selection pressure constant during running the algorithm. It would be
good idea to allow the selection to choose less fit chromosomes at the beginning and then as
GA is going to end, to increase the selection pressure to choose better chromosomes. By this
way, GA has bigger search space at the beginning and then after some generations it narrows
the search space by increasing the pressure to select better chromosomes.
Boltzman selection is an algorithm which lets the population to have more diversity at the
beginning and during consecutive generation it increases the chance for better chromosomes
to be selected. By this way it begins with large space first and then narrows it to founded
optimum solution.

3- 4

Coupling operation

Coupling operation includes two main operations called crossover and mutation. Coupling
operation will generate offspring chromosomes which will be used to build new generation.
3-4-1- Crossover
As this operation has main role in GA to get better result (more accurate in limited time) we
need to consider different strategies to see which one is working better. There are 4 different
main strategies called single point, two points, uniform and arithmetic crossover as shown in
Figure 6, Figure 7, Figure 8 and Figure 9 respectively. There are also improved crossover
strategies which are mostly based on these 4 basic strategies.

Figure 7- two point crossover

Chapter: Genetic Algorithm

Figure 6- single point crossover
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Figure 8- uniform crossover

Figure 9- arithmetic crossover

By applying crossover, GA generates new chromosome(s) which includes some part of parents.
This behavior is similar to human genetic behavior (A child has some genes from parents). But
as we know, in every generation some child has some genes which are not similar to its parents.
In GA, Mutation Operation has this role to change some part of new generation according to
defined probability for this operation.
3-4-2- Mutation
One way to prevent GA staying in local minimum is using mutation operation. It simply changes
some part of chromosome randomly. There are different mutation operations in classical GA
including flipping, interchanging and reversing some part of chromosomes. In flipping mutation
which is commonly used for binary encoding, each bit of chromosomes changes from 1 to 0 or 0
to 1 based on the mutation probability. In interchanging mutation, the mutation operation
chooses two random positions of chromosome and then changes their values. GADecoder13
also uses the same idea to implement word reordering in mutation operation. Reversing means
choosing random position and then changing the next bits to reverse value. It is also possible to
have different mutation operations in combination with each other with some probabilities as
GADecoder used for mutation operation.

But as mutation is a good way to get the GA far from getting stuck in local minimum, it would
be good idea to change mutation probability during the consecutive generation based on the
average fitness. GADecoder used dynamic mutation probability in which getting out of local
minimum many times to find better solution.

13

The program implemented in this thesis as a Decoder by using Genetic Algorithm which will discuss later
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Mutation probability is one of the GA parameter which will affect GA performance. So it has to
be considering more precisely. Generally, probability of applying mutation operation should be
low in order to have better performance (high probability will change GA to random search
algorithm). Considering high probability for mutation sometimes will decrease convergence
speed.
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3- 5

Replacement

After coupling, GA has new offspring addition to the current population and needs to decide
how to make new generation. Replacement means deciding how to build new generation from
new offspring and current population. There are different methods of doing this including
random replacement which randomly chooses a chromosome from population and then
replaces them with random children from offspring. This can be useful for continuing the search
in small population (S.N.Sivanandam, S.N.Deepa 2008)(page 58) since bad chromosomes can be
added to population. Another replacement will replace weak chromosomes with better
children from offspring. It can also take into account the parents to choose among parents and
children. Another way is just replace parents with their children.
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One good idea about replacement operation is to keep some good chromosomes and try to
replace other chromosome with some algorithm explained above. Keeping good chromosomes
(elitism) guarantees that the GA does not lose its best solution in each generation.
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4- GADecoder

In this project we propose a Genetic Algorithm for Decoder in Statistical Machine Translation.
Famous decoders in Statistical Machine Translation, use partial sentence to evaluate the
decoding process because they build the translation incrementally. In each step the algorithm
decides to choose some good option for next step. Genetic Algorithm will give us the
opportunity to have access to compete sentence in order to have complete evaluation. I use
Bayes theorem to evaluate the sentence by estimating the likelihood of each sentence based on
Translation Model and Language Model; but it is also possible to use some more linguistic
information to build or evaluate the translation candidates. In each step the algorithm have
access to list of most probable translation in form of complete sentence.
To implement the algorithm, I need in first step to design and implement two main parts of the
data manipulation. Language Model and Translation Model objects are created to read large
Language Model data (about 6 millions 3-grams, see Table 2) and Translation Model (about 1.5
millions entries). The second step was to implement the Genetic Algorithm object to solve the
decoder problem. There are some good Genetic Algorithm libraries useful for most famous
problems but Decoder needs more complicated operations. So I implemented the Genetic
Algorithm dedicated for Decoder problem and called all these part GADecoder.

In this section first, I reviewed all data used for this project and then the structure of the whole
program including flowchart and algorithm. To have a first evaluation of the project, I have
translated some sample sentences. The analysis of these experiences explained in separate
section: Conclusion and further works are final parts of this section.

4- 1

Data

As described in Statistical Machine Translation section, SMT has two main components so
called Translation Model (TM) and Language Model (LM). GADecoder as a SMT decoder needs
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GADecoder is a Statistical Machine Translation Decoder by using Genetic Algorithm to translate
English sentences to French sentences by using Language Model and Translation Table.
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also use these two statistical models to find the result. GADecoder used Translation Table
(instead of complete Translation Model) during initializing the population and then during
successive generations, I use Translation Table to find new translation for a given source word
in case of translation modification (see Algorithm 5- Mutation operation algorithm) or to add
new words during mutation operation. It also uses both Language Model and Translation Table
to calculate the fitness of each chromosome based on the formula given in Equation 2.
4-1-1- Language Model
GADecoder uses 3-gram language model built by CMU-Cambridge Statistical Language
Modeling Toolkit and has the following features:
Feature name
Words
1-gram
2-gram
3-gram

Total entries
65500
65501
1,571,152
5,935,310

Table 2- Language Model properties

In this Language Model, OOV14’s mapped to UNK and treated as any other vocabulary words. So
in case of founding words out of vocabulary, it will be considered as UNK and then n-gram
probability will calculate for it based on the algorithm described in Algorithm 2- Calculating 3gram probability.

Probability w1 w2 – p(w2|w1) is :
If( bigram w1 w2 exist)
Return p_2(w1,w2)
Else
Return bo_wt_1(w1)*p_1(w2)
Algorithm 2- Calculating 3-gram probability
14
15

Out Of Vocabulary
Back-off smoothing probability (see Equation 5- Back-off smoothing)
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Probability w1 w2 w3 – p(w3|w1,w2) is :
If (trigram w1, w2, w3 exist in Language Model)
{
Return p_3(w1,w2,w3)
}
Else
{
If(bigram w1, w2 exist)
Return bo_wt_215(w1,w2)*p(w3|w2)
Else
Return p(w3|w2)
}
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For a complete sentence the P(T) calculated by considering 3-gram probability and the formula
shown in Equation 8. The 3-gram probability will be calculated based on the algorithm
explained in Algorithm 2.
P(T) = P(w1)*P(w2|w1)*P(w3|w1,w2)*…* P(wn|wn-2,wn-1)
Equation 8- 3-gram for a sentence

4-1-2- Translation Table
Translation Table data I used in this project, has built using Cross-lingual triggers approach
(Caroline Lavecchia, Kamel Smaïli, David Langlois, Jean-Paul Haton 2007). Cross-lingual triggers
uses n best correlated words in terms of Mutual Information to build the dictionary for Machine
Translation. Translation Table is built over French-English parallel corpora including 19 million
French words and 17 million English words. To have an idea how this Translation Table is, we
can review how many unique French and English words used in TT as shown in Table 3.
Translation Table Feature
English words
French words

Value
59490
77567

Table 3- English and French words in TM

There are 20 French translations for each English word in Translation Table. Because this
Translation Table has built automatically, all translations are not relevant to English word (See
Translation Table in appendix).

4- 2

GADecoder Algorithms

GADecoder is designed based on Genetic Algorithm to find optimum translation for a given
source sentence according to the Translation Table and Language Model. Before explaining the
algorithm we should review the most important problem with Genetic Algorithm that is getting
stuck in local minimum. GADecoder uses dynamic mutation probability to prevent this problem
as explained in following part.
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In Genetic Algorithm we have Population, Chromosomes and Gens which are list of possible
translation, sentence, and properties of sentence (like words, ordering, probabilities …)
respectively, in GADecoder as depicted in Figure 10.
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Figure 10- Genetic Algorithm and GADecoder

4-2-2- Algorithms
GADecoder begins to solve the translation problem by initializing the population as shown in
Diagram 3 . After initializing the population by using the algorithm written in Algorithm 3, it
selects some chromosomes by using the Roulette-wheel selection method described in
Algorithm 1. The selected chromosomes are saved to a list of selected chromosomes.
Coupling is next step of the algorithm and includes Crossover and Mutation operations.
Crossover operation chooses two parents from selected chromosomes randomly and generates
two children according to the crossover probability. In case of not applying the crossover
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4-2-1- Preventing local minimum problem
Finding local minimum solution instead of global minimum solution is the most important
problem in Genetic Algorithm. To solve the most famous problem of Genetic Algorithm, getting
stuck in local minimum, I used dynamic mutation probability. By using the concept of simulated
annealing, the algorithm will begin with low mutation probability. In the algorithm, I defined
main milestones, to evaluate the current population. If between two successive milestones, the
population fitness average does not change, the mutation probability increases by 0.30. If the
fitness average decreased, mutation probability decreases by 0.01 to keep the algorithm
convergence rate good. Using high mutation probability decreases the algorithm speed and also
causes the Genetic Algorithm to act like a random search algorithm.
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operation, it chooses two random chromosomes from selected chromosomes and save them in
offspring chromosome list. The second operation is Mutation operation. It is applied on both
parents. In case of not applying crossover, mutation operation applies on two randomly
selected chromosomes from selected chromosomes list. During coupling operation, all new
generated chromosomes are saved in offspring population.
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Replacement is next step to build next generation from offspring population and current
population. GADecoder keeps some good chromosomes in each generation (elitism) and
replace the rest with best chromosomes from offspring chromosomes. Keeping good
chromosomes increases the algorithm convergence speed but might cause getting stuck in local
minimum.
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GADecoder uses some main data including source sentence, Translation Table and Language
Model as listed in Table 4. Fitness value for each chromosome calculates according to Equation
9 where P(T|S) is Translation Table and P(T) is Language Model. Alpha and beta are two
parameters in order to tune the fitness value based on the Translation Table and Language
Model value.
𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 = 𝑎𝑙𝑝𝑎 ∗ 𝐿𝑂𝐺 𝑃 𝑇 𝑆

+ 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑎 ∗ 𝐿𝑂𝐺(𝑃 𝑇 )
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Diagram 3- GADecoder flowchart
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Equation 9- fitness calculation

It also uses some data structure listed in Table 5 to keep all information.
Input Data:
Source Sentence : list of English words
SL: Source length
TT: Translation Table, including English to French translation with probability
LM: Language Model, Including 3-gram probability and also Back-off probability for each 3-gram and 2gram
Delta: Target sentence has TL words which is between SL+/- delta
P_Translation_modificatoin: probability of applying translation modification function during mutation
operatio
P_Reordering: probability of applying reordering function in mutation operation
P_Add_Delete_word: probability of applying AddDeleteWord function in mutation operation
Table 4- Input data in GADecoder

Data Structure:
1- Source : list of words in source sentence
2- SL : number of words in source sentence
3- Target : list of words in target sentence
4- TL : number of words in target sentence
5- Alignment: list of all alignment between source and target sentence. Alignment[i,j] means words
at position i in Source is translated to words at position j in Target. It also keeps the probability
of this translation.
Table 5- Data structure in GADecoder

Initialize Population
1- Build target sentence with the length of source sentence (+/-) delta
2- For each position j in target sentence
I. Choose random position i in source sentence
II. Find a random translation for word at position i in source sentence and add it to target
sentence in position j
III. Add alignment (i,j) with extracted probability16 to alignment list17
3- For all position i in source sentence
I. If there is not alignment for word at position i
i. Add a NULL alignment for word at position i (in source sentence) in alignment
list

During initializing the population, GADecoder chooses best translation from Translation Table
for limited number of chromosomes to have better initializing. By this way, the population
begins with better fitness average to find the optimum translation faster. GADecoder uses

16

Extracted from Translation Table
Alignment list contains alignment among words from source to target sentence with their probability extracted
from Translation Table.
17
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Algorithm 3- population initialization algorithm
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Roulette-Wheel selection for extracting translation for a given word. Roulette-Wheel selection
will increase the chance for better translation to be considered as translation.

4- 3

Coupling operation

Coupling includes two main operations, Crossover and Mutation. As depicted in Diagram 4,
based on the given probability, Crossover and Mutation will apply on chromosomes. In case of
not applying each operation, the parents will select without changing.

From selection process

Apply
Crossover?
no
yes
Selected
chromosomes

read
read
Select randomly
two parents

store

Select randomly
two parents

Apply uniform
crossover

store

Apply Mutation
Offspring
chromosomes
yes
read
Apply Mutation

To replacement process

Diagram 4- Coupling operation including Crossover and Mutation
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store
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Crossover operation algorithm
1- make new child1 with parent1 target sentence length
2- make new child2 with parent2 target sentence length
3- for j=0 to shorter parent length
a. choose randomly parent1 or parent2
b. add word18 at position j and related alignment from selected parent to child1
c. add word at position j and relate alignment from not selected parent to child2
4- from k=j to end of longer parent length
a. add word at position k from target sentence of longer parent and related alignment to
longer child target sentence and alignment
5- return two children as new offspring
Algorithm 4- Crossover operation algorithm

Algorithm 5- Mutation operation algorithm

18

From target sentence
Currently the probability for both operation is equal
20
Target sentence cannot be longer than source length + delta
21
Target sentence length cannot be shorter than source sentence length - delta
19
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Mutation operation Algorithm
1- Based on the probability of P_Translation_Modification, P_reordering, P_Add_Delete_word do
one operation;
2- In case of Translation Modification (P_Translation_Modification)
a. Choose random position j in target sentence
b. Find the first word (from left) in source sentence which has an alignment with this word
c. Get new random translation (different from current translation) for selected source
word
d. Replace new translation in target sentence
e. Update alignment list for new found translation
3- In case of reordering (P_reordering)
a. Find two random position in target sentence
b. Swap words from found position
c. Update alignment list
4- In case of Add_Delete_Word (P_Add_Delete_word)
a. Choose between adding or deleting based on given probability19
b. In case of adding (if meets constraint of target length20)
i. Choose random word from source sentence
ii. Choose random position j in target sentence
iii. Find new random translation for source word
iv. Insert found translation in position j in target sentence
v. Update all alignment after position j in target sentence
c. In case of deleting (if meets constraint of target length21)
i. Randomly choose a word from target sentence
ii. Delete the word
iii. Update all alignment for deleted word and after it
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4- 4

Some experiences

To have an evaluation, I used GADecoder to translate some short sentences. Then I collected
and analyzed the results including translation, algorithm properties and Translation Table to see
how the GADecoder find the optimum translation. In each translation, I analyze the errors to
point out the error source. To have a rapid evaluation, all sample sentences has been translated
by Google22 and Microsoft23 translator. In the following we will see the result for these
sentences:
1- I share his view
2- Thank you for your answer
3- Could you recommend another hotel
In first attempt, I used the same parameters for all sentences shown in Table 6 but to find
better values for these parameters, I have used different values for each sentence. For
example, as described before, large population does not have better results. The best
population size is about 30 to 50. It is also shown that crossover probability should be a value
between 90 and 95. Most researchers in Genetic Algorithm suggested considering low mutation
probability in order to have faster algorithm. They also mentioned that considering more
mutation probability changes the algorithm behavior to a random search algorithm. As
mentioned before (see page 23), I used dynamic mutation probability to overcome this
problem. So the algorithm begins with low mutation probability and if needed the probability
increases or decreases.
Parameter Name
Population size
Selection size
Crossover probability
Initial mutation probability
Elitism
Alpha (TM parameter)
Beta (LM parameter)
Total generation number

Value
50
40
0.95
0.04
5
10
1
1000

I used a Language Model with 65500 French words and a Translation Table with 77567 words.
During the experiences, we found that in case of translating English words to some French
words which are not included in Language Model, GADecoder could not find good translation
22
23

http://translate.Google.com
http://www.MicrosoftTranslator.com
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Table 6- GADecoder parameters used for all sentences
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because these unknown words have a high probability and increases the Language Model
likelihood for the whole sentence. So we decided to filter these unknown words from
Translation Table.
Before going to analyze the translation output for each sample sentences, we analyze the
GADecoder behavior in term of Genetic Algorithm, by showing the population average fitness
and best chromosome fitness changes during successive generation. Generally, the population
fitness average begins with worst value and gets better during the algorithm. In case of finding
local minimum, the fitness average and the best fitness difference is low.
As we can see in these diagrams, the population begins with low average fitness and the best
chromosome also has bad fitness. During successive generations, the average fitness will
improve and we can see the improvement for best chromosome fitness. In some generation,
the average became equal to best chromosome fitness. It means the whole chromosomes have
the same fitness value and it could be the final solution. But the algorithm cannot be sure if this
is the global optimum solution so it will increase the mutation probability in order to generate
more different chromosomes (with different ordering, translation and sentence length). Then it
combines the new chromosomes with old chromosomes during Crossover operation hopefully
to find better solutions. At the beginning this will improve the best chromosome fitness but
after 250-300 generations it cannot improve the fitness until end of the iteration.

0
-20
-40
-60
-80
-100
-120
Generations

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750 800 850 900 950

Ave. fitness -10 -49 -49 -60 -54 -64 -59 -62 -49 -49 -55 -49 -50 -51 -56 -49 -65 -49 -56 -59
Best fitness -54 -49 -49 -49 -49 -49 -49 -49 -49 -49 -49 -49 -49 -49 -49 -49 -49 -49 -49 -49

Diagram 5- “I share his view” fitness diagram
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LOG(fitness)

I share his view
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thank you for your answer
0
LOG(fitness)

-20
-40
-60
-80
-100
-120

Generations

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750 800 850 900 950

Ave. fitness -11 -53 -43 -46 -43 -42 -42 -48 -42 -44 -49 -38 -38 -43 -38 -37 -43 -38 -37 -60
Best fitness -51 -50 -43 -43 -43 -40 -40 -40 -40 -40 -37 -37 -37 -37 -37 -37 -37 -37 -37 -37

Diagram 6- “thank you for your answer” fitness diagram

LOG(fitness)

could you recommend another hotel
0
-20
-40
-60
-80
-100
-120

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750 800 850 900 950
Generation
Ave. fitness -11 -58 -58 -63 -68 -66 -69 -53 -53 -62 -59 -56 -54 -55 -53 -74 -68 -63 -60 -83
Best fitness -58 -58 -58 -57 -56 -53 -53 -53 -53 -53 -53 -53 -53 -53 -53 -53 -53 -53 -53 -52

Diagram 7- “could you recommend me another hotel” fitness diagram

In case of using only Translation Table for calculating the chromosome fitness, we expected to
have best translation for each word as final translation. By running this experience, we can find
out if the proposed Genetic Algorithm is working well with Translation Table. The results shown
that at the end, the population includes many chromosomes with high probable translation
word and the best translation has the most probable translation for each word. The results are
exactly the same we expected.
For example for “I share his view” the best translation is “j partager .sa désavouons” and
generated with most probable translation for each words in source sentence.
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These diagrams also show that the Genetic Algorithm is working as expected generally but the
best fitness is not good enough to say that the algorithm can find the best translation. It might
be because of Language Model and Translation Table used here.
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4-4-1- I share his view
GADecoder found “je partage de son” as final translation for “I share his view” with parameters
listed in Table 6 and the alignment list shown in Table 7. The translation output from two online
SMT source are as follow:
1234-

Pharaoh (je partage son avis)
Google (Je partage son point de vue)
Microsoft (je partage son avis)
Human : je partage son avis

Source word [position]
I [0]
Share [1]
His [2]
View [3]

Target word [position]
Je [0]
Partager [1]
son [3]
de [2]

probability
0.240323
0.149651
0.140303
0.131609

Table 7- Alignment list for “I share his view”

share

his

24

Translation entries
je
que
j
ai
voudrais
le
à
suis
vous
me
partage
je
de
partageons
partager
part
que
et
l
son
m.
sa

probability
0.240323
0.090941
0.086445
0.055358
0.040903
0.040625
0.039853
0.038926
0.035464
0.035158
0.149651
0.077058
0.075518
0.072236
0.058865
0.058003
0.050098
0.044553
0.043133
0.140303
0.081441
0.068885

This word has 63 French translation in Translation Table and only some good translations listed here
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Source word
i24
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view

le
je
ses
président
pour
de
a
de
la
vue
l
du
et
point
à

0.060133
0.055099
0.050471
0.048203
0.048087
0.047309
0.045543
0.131609
0.088639
0.080977
0.063279
0.050745
0.050508
0.047996
0.047946

Table 8- Some translation entries for “I share his view” in TM

In generation 150, the algorithm found correct sentences as “je partage son avis” but the
fitness was about -42.6716. In that generation, this fitness was in position 37 in sorted
chromosome list. The best translation had fitness equal to -40.8922. So in this case best
translation removed because of the Translation Table wrong translation for view.
4-4-2- Thank you for your answer
The translation found for “thank you for your answer” is “vous remercie de votre réponse”.
These are translation from three sources:
1234-

Pharaoh : vous remercie pour votre réponse
Google : je vous remercie pour votre réponse
Microsoft : Je vous remercie de votre réponse
Human : merci pour votre réponse
Source word [position]
thank [0]
you [1]
for [2]
your [3]
answer [4]

Target word [position]
remercie [1]
vous [0]
de [2]
votre [3]
réponse [4]

probability
0.110714
0.41548
0.129549
0.298691
0.266278

There are some errors to choose best translation for words like “thank”. The best translation is
“merci” but the algorithm chooses “remercie” instead. In some generation it found the correct
translation but because other words in sentence had lower translation probability, final fitness
was lower than sentences with “remerci”. Another problem with this translation was from
finding good translation for “for”. It cannot be “de” but because of high probability in
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Table 9- Alignment list for “thank you for your response”
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Translation Table, it is selected wrongly. The main point about this sentence could be NULL
generation. It means, in this sentence, “thank you” should translate to one word “merci”.
GADecoder is using Translation Table and has not probability for NULL generating model. A
complete Translation Model can solve these errors.

you

for

your

Translation entries
remercier
remercie
je
merci
monsieur
pour
voudrais
vous
commissaire
remercier
vous
avez
je
que
votre
monsieur
savez
merci
le
si
de
pour
la
et
l
des
les
d
le
à
votre
vous
vos
je
avez
monsieur
que
à

probability
0.127643
0.110714
0.088455
0.081815
0.068567
0.058488
0.04564
0.041595
0.040053
0.127643
0.41548
0.076954
0.065226
0.061056
0.043585
0.04215
0.0275
0.025452
0.024227
0.023713
0.129549
0.095705
0.085326
0.065895
0.065339
0.061574
0.052979
0.049687
0.048038
0.04713
0.298691
0.199229
0.09224
0.064057
0.044273
0.041072
0.038254
0.020431
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Source word
thank

34

président
remercie
réponse
répondre
question
je
vous
à
questions
commissaire
votre
monsieur

answer

0.019926
0.018962
0.266278
0.116287
0.085276
0.076416
0.054128
0.047912
0.039246
0.031874
0.028806
0.02838

Table 10- Some translation entries for “thank you for your answer”

4-4-3- More translation
The quality of translation is completely depends on Translation Table and Language Model. In
Translation Table we can find many English words with French translation “de” with high
probability. This wrong translation changes the translation and as “de” is not a good choice for
that word, Language Model cannot help the GADecoder to find better solution. Some more
translations is listed as follows in comparison with Pharaoh, Google, Microsoft and Human
translation result.
Translation System
GADecoder
Pharaoh
Google
Microsoft
Human

Translation result
budgétaire nous voulons autonomie de
nous voulons autonomie totale discipline
nous voulons compléter l'autonomie budgétaire
Nous voulons complète autonomie budgétaire
nous voulons une autonomie budgétaire complète
Table 11- “we want complete budgetary autonomy”

Translation System
GADecoder
Pharaoh
Google
Microsoft
Human

Translation result
le débat est clos

le débat est clos
le débat est clos
le débat est clos
le débat est clos

Translation System
GADecoder
Pharaoh
Google
Microsoft
Human

Translation result
je pense que ce livre est de
Je pense que c'est un livre
Je pense que c'est un livre
Je pense que c'est un livre
Table 13- “i think that this is a book”
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Table 12- “the debate is closed”
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Translation System
GADecoder
Pharaoh
Google
Microsoft
Human

Translation result
ce livre est de
c' est un bûchers
il s'agit d'un livre
C'est un livre.
C'est un livre.
Table 14- “this is a book”

Translation System
GADecoder
Pharaoh
Google
Microsoft
Human

Translation result
que nous sont ici bon de progrès
nous devons faire tout ce bons progrès
nous faisons de très bons progrès
nous progressons tout à fait ici
nous faisons d assez bons progrès ici
Table 15-“we are making quite good progress here”

4-4-4- BLUE score
There are different Machine Translation evaluation algorithms including BLUE, NIST and WER ….
BLUE is one of the famous evaluation methods that can be used to have a comparison among
different Machine Translation systems. As the proposed algorithm was the first draft, we
decided to use BLEU to have a comparison with other Machine Translation engines.
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BLEU (Papineni, K., Roukos, S., Ward, T., and Zhu, W. J. 2002) will evaluate the Machine
Translation output with Human translation (reference translation) in order to give the higher
score to the closer translation. BLEU will examine nGram for both Machine Translation output
and Human translation to calculate relative frequency of each nGram in both translations set as
described in Equation 10. In this experiment, I consider words weight equal to one. Higher
value means more close to human translation. BLEU method is useful to compare Machine
Translation systems to know which one has better results.
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Equation 10- BLEU score

Pharaoh and Google translator are two famous Machine Translation systems which have been
selected for this comparison. I use pharaoh with the same data as GADecoder used except for
using distortion model. Pharaoh uses distortion model in addition to Translation Table used by
GADecoder. Both Pharaoh and GADecoder use word to word Translation Table. Google is the
second Machine Translation system. This system is using larger Language Model and also
different Translation Model and data so I expect to have better BLUE score for Google
Translator and less value for Pharaoh and GADecoder.

I also use different nGram to know how these systems are different. As GADecoder is not using
distortion model, larger nGram could decrease the score. For unigram, I have found that all
three systems have acceptable score. Google has best score and then Pharaoh and then
GADecoder. For 2Gram, Google has better score again which is completely higher than
GADecoder. As Google uses larger Language Model and better Translation Model, it is not
surprising result. In this case the result for Pharaoh and GADecoder is far from each other. I can
conclude that GADecoder result is not good because Pharaoh is using distortion model and
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To have an evaluation with BLUE, we need to compare the Machine Translation with different
reference translations. In this experience, I just use one reference for comparison so the result
will be different from the case we use more reference for each sentence. But as I want to have
a comparison among these Machine Translation systems, using one reference could be enough
for first attempt. We used 100 sentences to do this experiment.
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GADecoder does not. Distortion Model can solve word ordering problem which can improve
the n-gram relative frequency. We can conclude the same result for larger n for nGram.
nGram

Google

Pharaoh

GADecoder

1

0.5597

0.5281

0.4498

2

0.4412

0.4142

0.2563

3

0.3630

0.3433

0.1672

4

0.3021

0.2875

0.1108
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Table 16- BLUE scores
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5- Further works

GADecoder is the first experience in using Genetic Algorithm Decoder and need
to revise in two main parts including statistical model improvement and GA
algorithm improvement. In addition to these improvements, it is clear that the
phrased-based SMT has better quality rather than word-based SMT so another
improvement could be using phrase-based Translation Table.

To have better evaluation of the algorithm, we need to design different
evaluation experiences. It is not clear how parameters used are related to the
result. In one case, I used the concept of simulated annealing to have dynamic
mutation probability. In this way, the algorithm could try to find better solution
in case of finding local minimum. The concept could apply for fitness parameters
(alpha and beta for combining Translation Table and Language Model
probabilities). The idea is to begin the algorithm with high alpha and low beta
value. First the algorithm needs to find good translations (high alpha will
increase the Translation Table role) in different permutations. After finding good
candidates with high translation probability, increasing beta will improve the
translation in term of word ordering. Higher beta means more effect of Language
Model to calculate fitness.

Chapter: Further works

The most important job that should be in future work is Machine Translation
Evaluation. I only analyze the translation output for sample sentences. It was
useful to find out how the algorithm is working and where is the error source.
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5- 1

Genetic Algorithm improvement

As the population initialization is completely random by means of finding
random translation and random word order, I found that in some cases when
the first guesses are better the final result will be better and chance to get stuck
in minimum solution is less. So we can think about a way to improve initializing
population operation. Using some linguistic information will help the algorithm
to begin from better point in search space.

5- 2

Statistical Model improvement

Language Model and Translation Table25 used in this project were very simple
and we know that it is not enough to have good translation. For example using
Distortion, Fertility, Null Generation and some other statistical models used in
IBM Model 4 will help GADecoder to increase the quality. As explained in 4-4-4-,
GADecoder needs to use distortion model to solve word ordering problem and
having two different algorithms, Pharaoh and GADecoder, with the same data. It
can give us good opportunity to have better comparison between these two
algorithms.
Language Model also caused some word ordering errors. Using larger French
corpora or using larger nGram, could improve the translation quality. Preparing
the Language Model is an offline job, so it can be done in parallel to improve
other part of the algorithm.
Another improvement in term of statistical model could be using phrased-based
Translation Model. Researchers suggest that using phrases instead of words will
improve the translation quality in most cases.

Using Linguistic information

Using formal Grammar and semantic analysis is a possibility given by Genetic
Algorithm for Decoder. Accessing to the whole sentence allows us to use some
linguistics information such as formal grammar and semantic analysis to improve

25

I used Translation Table instead of Translation Model in this project to simplify the problem

Chapter: Further works

5- 3
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the quality of translation. Changing the algorithm in order to use this information
could be defined as future works.

Chapter: Further works

These information can be used during evaluation (calculating fitness for each
chromosome) or during building population. Normally, in Genetic Algorithm, the
population will build randomly; but using heuristic information can improve the
algorithm performance. For example preventing chromosomes with more verbs
rather than the source sentence could filter some bad chromosomes at the
beginning and increase divergence speed.
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